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The Zapper API Pricing Page sets forth the pricing for certain rights to use the Zapper API and related

Services (as defined in the API Terms of Use), together with other key terms associated with your use of

queries and purchase of Points.  This document constitutes part of, and is governed by, the API Terms of

Use, although it provides additional benefits for the user beyond those enjoyed by other users of the

Services pursuant only to the Terms of Use.  Any capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the

meaning ascribed to them in the API Terms of Use.

Cost of queries. Each query costs a certain amount of Points, which you must pre-purchase or be

credited as part of the monthly free quota, for use.

Endpoint Points per query

v2/balances query 7 Points

All other queries 1 Point

Free quota.  Every user of the Zapper API is entitled to a free query quota per month of 10,000 points.

All payments will be made in USDC on the Ethereum network, paid to an address specified by Zapper.
Points will be allocated to your account at the conversion rate of $1 USD = 1 USDC. We offer three price
tiers to pre-purchase Points. Pre-purchasing more Points offers cost savings.

Tier

Minimum purchase

amount

Amount of Points

received per 1 USD

Discount from base

tier

Base $100 USD 1,333 0%

Middle $25,000 USD 1,778 25%

Top $250,000 USD 2,222 40%

Illustrative Examples of Points Purchases.

By way of example only, if you purchase $10,000 USD worth of Points, then you would receive $10,000 x

1,333 Points = 13,330,000 Points, because a $10,000 purchase is in the Base tier for pricing. Your

purchased Points would pay for either 1,904,285 queries of the v2/balances endpoint (as each of

v2/balances query costs 7 Points), or 13,330,000 queries of all other endpoints (as those are 1 point

each).

As another example, if you purchased $300,000 USD worth of Points, you would receive 666,600,000

Points, as $1 USD gets you 2,222 Points in the Top tier (for pre-purchases greater than $250,000).



However, sequential, lower value pre-purchases do not sum to increase the pricing tier. By way of

example only, one $10,000 USD purchase cannot be combined with a $15,000 USD purchase a week

later to claim Middle tier pricing. Both purchases generate 1,333 Points per USD.

Other Key Terms

● FEES.

○ Fees. In consideration for the access rights granted to you and the Services, Zapper will

be paid the fees set forth herein in exchange for Points, which may be used as described

herein.

○ Points. All Points are non-refundable, non-transferable and expire after twelve (12)

months from the purchase date.

○ Taxes. For the avoidance of doubt, the fees are exclusive of all applicable sales, use,

value-added and other taxes, and all applicable duties, tariffs, assessments, export and

import fees, or other similar charges, and you will be responsible for payment of all such

taxes (other than taxes based on Zapper’s income), fees, duties, and charges and any

related penalties and interest, arising from the payment of the fees, the provision of the

Services, or the license of the Zapper API to you.

● Conditions Associated with Use of Points & Queries.

○ You may only use API keys for query volume that you have registered with Zapper in

advance. If you use additional API keys that are not declared as connected with your

entity, Zapper may terminate the Agreement, cancel your Points and not refund your

payments. Points can be shared across multiple API keys only if they are all known to be

associated with your business.

○ All queries count towards your Points usage, regardless of status code returned, unless

driven by an outage on Zapper’s end.

○ When querying the v2/balances endpoint, each Wallet counts as 1 query, even if

multiple addresses are bundled into 1 call. By way of example only, if you pass 10 Wallets

into 1 API call of v2/balances endpoint, that will count as 10 queries of that endpoint, for

a total of 70 points.

● Other Benefits While You Have Pre-Purchase Points.

○ We will use our best effort to accommodate higher RPM rates if your business needs it

and you have purchased points. Please reach out to us to discuss.

○ If you purchase more than $25,000 USD in points, we will use reasonable efforts to allow

you to Telegram chat with Zapper product and engineering team; to offer you a line of

communication to Zapper’s product team for you to provide Feedback, and to offer you

an early heads-up on API changes.




